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Notes on contributors
Joe Albree received an undergraduate education in mechanical engineering at Vanderbilt University and did graduate
work in mathematics at the University of Tennessee. His book A Station Favorable to the Pursuits of Science: Primary
Materials in the History of Mathematics at the United States Military Academy (with David C. Arney and V. Frederick
Rickey) appeared in 2000. He has taught at Auburn University Montgomery since 1976.
Philip Beeley is Fellow of Linacre College, Oxford, and specializes in the history of early modern science and phi-
losophy. He is editor (with Christoph J. Scriba) of the multi-volume Correspondence of John Wallis (1616–1703).
Scott H. Brown is in the Mathematics Department at Auburn University Montgomery, Alabama. His research interest
is in mathematics education, history of mathematics, and problem solving. Recently he published “The Life and Works
of Augustus De Morgan,” Mathematical Spectrum 39 (2006/2007), 4–9.
Maarten Bullynck is currently a Humboldt research fellow at the Interdisziplinäres Zentrum für Wissenschafts- und
Technikgeschichte (IZWT), Bergische Universität Wuppertal. He has recently published on the sources of C.F. Gauss;
alphabetisation and reckoning in 18th century Germany; and on Benoît Mandelbrot’s linguistic work and computa-
tions on the ENIAC (together with L. De Mol). His current research interests include the work of J.H. Lambert, the
transmission of English 17th century algebra to Germany and the role of computers in mathematics.
Menso Folkerts is Professor for History of Science at the Ludwig Maximilians University in Munich. His main
research interests concern the history of mathematics in the Middle Ages and the Renaissance. His recent publications
include two volumes of collected studies entitled Essays on Early Medieval Mathematics. The Latin Tradition and The
Development of Mathematics in Medieval Europe. The Arabs, Euclid, Regiomontanus (Aldershot, 2003 and 2006).
Niccolò Guicciardini teaches history of science at the University of Bergamo. He is the author of The Development
of Newtonian Calculus in Britain, 1700–1800 and Reading the Principia: the Debate on Newton’s Mathematical
Methods for Natural Philosophy from 1687 to 1736, both published by Cambridge University Press. His new book
entitled Isaac Newton on Mathematical Certainty and Method is in press for MIT. His current research concerns
Johann Bernoulli’s role in the polemic between Newton and Leibniz.
Jens Høyrup is Professor emeritus at Roskilde University, Denmark, Section for Philosophy and Science Studies.
Much of his research has dealt with the cultural and conceptual history of pre-modern mathematics, in recent years
in particular with the abbacus tradition of 13th–15th-century Italy. His book Jacopo da Firenze’s Tractatus Algorismi
and Early Italian Abbacus Culture (Science Networks. Historical Studies, 34. Basel, etc.: Birkhäuser) appeared within
the month 700 years after Jacopo’s treatise (which is dated September 1307).
Albert C. Lewis is an editor of the Writings of Charles S. Peirce, an edition of Peirce’s published and unpublished
works prepared at Indiana University – Purdue University, Indianapolis. The edition is based on the Peirce manuscripts
held at the Houghton Library, Harvard University. He is a trustee of the Educational Advancement Foundation. As an
historian he has a continuing interest in Hermann Grassmann as well as in the American mathematicians G.B. Halsted,
R.L. Moore and their students.
Jesper Lützen is professor of the history of mathematics at the University of Copenhagen. Most of his research deals
with 19th-century mathematics and mechanics. His most recent book is Mechanistic Images in Geometric Form: Hein-0315-0860/2008 Published by Elsevier Inc.
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Notes on contributors / Historia Mathematica 36 (2009) 110–111 111rich Hertz’s Principles of Mechanics (Oxford University Press, 2005). He now investigates the changing importance
of impossibility theorems in mathematics, on which subject he will publish a paper in a subsequent issue of Historia
Mathematica.
Jacqueline Stedall is Departmental Lecturer in History of Mathematics at Oxford and a Fellow of The Queen’s
College, Oxford. Her research focuses on European mathematics from the 16th to the 18th centuries, with a special
interest in British mathematics and in the development of algebra. She recently co-edited (with Eleanor Robson) the
Oxford Handbook of the History of Mathematics (Oxford University Press) and also edits the BSHM Bulletin, journal
of the British Society for the History of Mathematics.
Todd Timmons is an associate professor of the history of science and mathematics at the University of Arkansas–Fort
Smith. His research interests are in the history of American science and the history of the application of probability
to games of chance. He is also working on a book on the history of modern science illustrated through the lives of its
most notable contributors.
